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ones far more than the vote could have won, and in a shorter time. The
movement commenced with a demand for the repeal of the Transvaal Act 2
of 1907. The Act was repealed and its threatened extension to other parts of
South Africa was completely prevented. At the beginning, racial legislation
against Indians was threatened, so as to drive them from the Colony. The
Settlement has removed the possibility of racial legislation against Indians
throughout the Empire. The system of indentured immigration from India, that
had been regarded almost as a permanent feature of South African economics,
has been ended. The hated £$ tax has been repealed and its attendant misery
and insult destroyed. Vested rights, that were tending everywhere to disappear,
are to be maintained and protected. The bulk of Indian marriages, that had
never previously received the sanction of South African law, are henceforth to be
fully recognized in law. But above and beyond all this is the new spirit of
conciliation that has resulted from the hardships, the sufferings, the sacrifices
of the Passive Registers. The flag of legal racial equality has been kept flying,
and it is now recognized that Indians have rights and aspirations and ideals
that cannot be ignored. The struggle has more than proved the immense supe-
riority of right over might, of soul-force over brute-force, of love and reason
over hate and passion. India has been raised hi the scale of nations, her children
in South Africa have been ennobled, and the way is now open to them to
develop their capacities in peace and concord, and thus contribute their quota
to the building up of this great new nation that is arising in the South African
sub-continent.
Golden Number, Indian Opinion, 1914
APPENDIX XXIX
LETTER FROM C. ROBERTS
[After August 14, 1914]
DEAR MR. GANDHI,
Lord Grewe desires me to thank you for your letter of the 14th, and to
express his warm recognition of your loyal offer of services.
His Lordship desires to accept the offer in the spirit in which it has been
made, and he has given his earnest consideration to the manner in which the
services of the Indian community can be utilised to the best interest of the
Empire.
He is disposed to think that it would not be advisable for Indian stu-
dents to volunteer for military duties. If they enlist in the force which Lord
Kitchener is now raising, they may not be able to leave it for three years*
time. His Lordship is very averse to encouraging them without the sanction
of their parents to take a step which would so seriously interrupt the purpose

